Ale Casks
We pride ourselves in providing a wide range of quality local ales and recommend the follow breweries.
Seasonal Ales are also available and happy to provide other Ales from various breweries too. Prices subject to VAT per 9G firkin bright beer
(72pints)

Ascot Ales
Alley Cat Ale 3.8% £105
Our copper coloured session ale
packed full of flavour. Refreshing and hoppy.
Alligator Ale 4.6% £115
A Golden Ale with a wonderful
hoppy nose from the Cascade Hops.
Anastasia's Exile Stout 5% £125
Beautiful black stout is full of roasted
coffee and dark bitter chocolate flavours.
On The Rails 3.8% £105
A smooth dark ale with roasted coffee flavour,
subtle citrus aroma & bitter finish from the Cascade
hops
Penguin Porter 4.5% £115
Beautiful smooth chestnut ale, initial subtle hoppiness
giving way to coffee malt flavour then rich chocolate
at the finish.
Posh Pooch 4.2% £110
This is our light copper coloured Best Bitter.
The use of American hops gives a wonderful fruity
taste and aroma.
Red IPA 5.5% £140
Heavily hopped Red Ale, 3 times as many hops as
our regular bitters
Aureole Ale 3.3% £105
Golden ale, lots of citrusy, grapefruit flavour from
the Summit hops

Surrey Hills
Ranmore Ale 3.8% £120
Light session beer with plenty of flavor. A hoppy
nose leads to a grapefruit and hoppy taste and a
clean, bitter finish.
Shere Drop 4.2% £130
Golden amber ale, hoppy with some balancing malt.
There is a pleasant citrus aroma and a noticeable
fruitiness in the taste. The finish is dry, hoppy and
bitter
Albury Ruby 4.6% £130
A warming dark winter beer that has a hint of blackcurrant in the aroma.
Beautifully balanced and smooth, a beer for the
connoisseur.

Windsor & Eton
Knight of the Garter 3.8% £120
Straw coloured golden ale with a distinctive fresh
citrus hop aroma.

Windsor Knot 4.0% £120
Amber ale with a grapefruit aroma. An initially
sweet malt and fruit taste followed in a mild, bittering finish.
Conqueror 5.0% £135
Complex black IPA with a full roasted taste and intense hop aroma and flavor.

Brightwater Brewery
Top Notch 3.6% £115
Slightly sweet, dark bitter with a chocolatey and
fruity hop aftertaste
Daisy Gold 4.0% £120
Golden ale with a moderate tropical fruit hoppy
character leading to a bitter finish.
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Guardsman, Best Bitter 4.2% £125
Classic English Best Bitter with traditional Fuggles
and Goldings hops.

